Optical biosensor analysis in studying herpes simplex virus glycoprotein D binding to target nectin1 receptor.
Studies on molecular interactions between cellular receptors of herpes simplex virus (HSV) and the viral glycoproteins showing receptor-binding activity are of great relevance for understanding the molecular basis of virus entry. Information on such interactions further provides the basis for a rational design of antiviral drugs. A variety of biochemical and biophysical methodologies are used for determining the binding parameters of interacting biomolecules. Most of them require relatively high amounts of the analyzed compounds, or the use of labeled target molecules. Here, we report the study of the binding of two recombinant forms of HSV glycoprotein D, gD(Delta 290-299t) and gD(305t), and a recombinant form of the human cellular receptor for HSV, nectin1-Fc, by using an optical biosensor (IAsys Plus, Affinity Sensors, UK). This device detects and quantifies the changes in refractive index in the vicinity of the surface of sensor chips to which ligands are immobilized. The changes in the refractive index are proportional to the change in the absorbed mass, thus the analysis allows the monitoring of the interaction process in real-time and the determination of the binding parameters. HSV cellular receptor has been immobilized on the surface of the biosensor cuvette, bearing a carboxymethyl dextran layer. The immobilized receptor cuvette was then used for the binding experiments of the two glycoproteins. A significant difference in their dissociation constants was determined, showing for the gD(Delta 290-299t) protein a much higher affinity (K(D), 2.8 x 10(-7) M) with respect to gD(305t) (K(D), 2.8 x 10(-6) M). The active ligand concentration decreased on time, however the binding properties of the immobilized receptor were maintained over 5 weeks.